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Abstract. Let H be a subgroup of the two finite groups A and

B. Let S (3) be the set of transversals of the left cosets of H in A (B),

and consider A (B) as a permutation group on S(3) where the ac-

tion is by left multiplication. If wa (wb) is the number of orbits under

the action of A (B) then the number of nonisomorphic permuta-

tional products of A and B amalgamating H is bounded by nAHB-

Let A and B be finite groups and H be a subgroup of A and B. Let

S (T) be a left transversal of H in 4(5) and let K = SXTXH. For

each a(EA, bE.B we define permutations p(a) and p'ib) of K by

is, t, h)pia) = is', t, h')        where sha = s'h',

is, t, h)p'ib) = is, i', h')       where thb = t'h'.

Then p'.a—^pia) and p':&—>p'(&) are isomorphisms of A and B into

the symmetric group, Sym(iC), on K such that piA)f~\p'iB)=piH)

=p'iH).

The permutational product of A and B, with respect to the transversals

S and T, amalgamating H is the subgroup of Sym(2£) generated by

piA) and p'iB): we shall call this the (5, 7") permutational product

of A and B. A different choice of transversals 5 and T may or may

not yield a permutational product isomorphic to the (5, T) permu-

tational product. Neumann [l ] has shown that if H is central in A

then the isomorphism class of permutational product is independent

of the choice of T. Hence, if H is central in A and B, there is only one

permutational product amalgamating H, namely the generalized

direct product of A and B. This and other facts concerning permuta-

tional products will be found in [l ] and the references given there.

In this note we show how some families of transversals S, T yield

isomorphic permutational products and so obtain a crude upper

bound for the number of possible nonisomorphic permutational

products.

Theorem 1.7/5 and T are left transversals of H in A and B, re-

spectively, if xElA and y£73 then the (5, T) permutational product Pi

and the ixS, yT) permutational product P2 are isomorphic.
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Proof. We have that Pi is a permutation group on Ki = SX TXH

and P2 is a permutation group on xSXyTXH. Let p, p' denote the

isomorphisms of A, B into Pi and a, a' denote the isomorphisms of A,

B into P2.

To show that Pi and P2 are isomorphic it is sufficient to show that

there is a bijection <j>:Ki^>K2 with <p~lpia)4>=aia), 4>~1p'(&)</> = a1(b)

for all a(EA, &£P. We have, if (s, t, h)<f> = ixs, y, t, h), that

ixs, yt, ti)<tripia)<t> = is, t, h)Pia)<p = (/, t, h')<p = ixs', yt, h')

where s' and h' are given by s'h' = sha. Also ixs, yt, /j)<r(a)

= ixs", yt, h") where 5" and h" are given by xs"h" =xsha or, s"h"

= sha = s'h'. Thus s' = s" and h' = h". Hence <£_1p(a)0 = <r(a) and sim-

ilarly 4>~1pib)<t> = ff'ib), as required.

Our second result also enables us to recognize certain permutational

products as being isomorphic without actually calculating the groups

themselves.

Theorem I.1 If S and T are left transversals of H in A and B, re-

spectively, and x(EH, then the (5, T) permutational product Pi is iso-

morphic to the iSx, Tx) permutational product P2.

Proof. Pi is a permutational group on Ki = SXTXH and P2 is a

permutational group on K2 = SxXTxXH. The proof is similar to

that of Theorem 1 using the mapping <j> '• K\-^>K2 defined by (5, t, h)<p

— (sx, tx, x~lh).

The reductions in the possible number of nonisomorphic permuta-

tional products of A and B with H amalgamated brought about by

Theorems 1 and 2 may or may not complement each other. For

example, il A = B = S3 and H is cyclic of order 2 then, as there are 23

left transversals of H in A and 23 in B, there appear to be 64 possibly

distinct permutational products. Theorem 1 could then be used to

show that there are at most four. Actually, as pointed out by Neu-

mann [l], there are three. (The symmetry arising from the fact that

A=B makes two of the four left, after applying Theorem 1, iso-

morphic.) In this case Theorem 2 is of no assistance. However, if

A = S3, B =A\ and H is cyclic of order 2, then there are 23 transversals

of H in A, 26 transversals of H in B giving a possible 512 permuta-

tional products. Theorem 1 can then be invoked (together with a

little computation) to reduce the largest number of transversals of

H in A that might produce nonisomorphic permutational products

to 2 and the number in B to 8, giving at most 16 nonisomorphic per-

1 Theorem 2 was obtained independently by A. Majeeb as part of his M.A. thesis,

submitted to the Australian National University, 1966.
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mutational products. Theorem 2 can then be invoked to reduce this

number to 12.

Let S (3) be the set of left transversals of 77 in A (73). Consider A (73)

as a group of permutations of S (3) where the permutation associated

with x£^4 (y£6) is such that S-^xS, for all S£S (T—>yT, for all

jH£3). Then Theorem 1 asserts that the (Si, Ti), (S2, T2) permuta-

tional products are isomorphic if 5i and S2 are in the same orbit of

the permutational group (S, A) and Ti and T2 are in the same orbit

of the permutation group (3, 73). Thus

Corollary 3. The number of nonisomorphic permutational products

A and B amalgamating 77is bounded by nA »s where n^ (ns) is the num-

ber of orbits of the permutation group (S, A) ((3, 73)).

Lemma 4. The subgroup K of A stabilizes some transversal S of H in

A if and only if KC\ {Uae^ 77°} = {1}.

Proof. Let K stabilize 5. Then, for any x£7£, x^l, we have

xS = S. If s£S then xs£5 and so, since xst^s and 5 is a transversal,

we have that xsH^sH. Hence xQsHs-1, for all s£.S, and so

Kr\{UaEAH°} = {l}.

On the other hand, if KC\ {\JaeA 77°} = {1} then every double coset

KXH has full size \K\ -\h\. Write A=\J",1KxiH, for some xit

i = 1, • • • , n, and put 5 = U?_i Kxt. Then S is a transversal stabilized

by K.
Now, Corollary 3 asserts that Theorem 1 is most effective when

the number n& of orbits of (S, A) is as small as possible; this will be

the case when the size of each orbit is as large as possible, in other

words, when the stabilizers of transversals are as small as possible.

For instance, if 77 is such that every subgroup of A intersects some

conjugate of 77 then the stabilizers are all trivial, the length of each

orbit is [ A | and the number of orbits is | H\ Ijl:ff]/| A \. For example,

let A =B = G(a, b\ a2n= 1, b~xab = arx, b% = a'^ ), the quaternion group

<22n+i, 77i = (b), H2 = (a). Both 77i and 772 are such that every subgroup

has nontrivial intersection with them. Hence, by Corollary 3, the

maximal number of nonisomorphic permutational products amal-

gamating 77i is (42 /2n+1)2 = 22" -2»-2, while the maximal num-

ber of nonisomorphic permutational products amalgamating H2 is

((2")2/2n+1)2 = 22n-2.
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